
Hi-Rel Packaged 
Semiconductor Components

•	 Custom	Products

•	 Standard	Designs

•	 Manufacturing	Services



DeviCe 

ManufaCtuRing

DeviCe  

evaluation /  

QualifiCation

Drop in Anytime, Anywhere.

at KCB, Mil-StD is our standard.
•  Hi-rel, surface-mount  

package design

•  Hi-rel product manufacturing,  
testing and screening services

•  Multi-chip/multi-function devices

•  Replacement/improvement  
of obsolete designs

•  Space and military applications

No	matter	where	you	stand	in	the	life	cycle	of	your	hi-rel		

requirements,	KCB	has	a	solution.	Enter	into	our	service		

continuum	anywhere	you’d	like.	Your	device	needs	will	be		

handled	with	the	utmost	in	professional	RF/Microwave	design,		

manufacturing	and	testing	expertise.	Whether	you’re	at	early-stage	

design	and	need	a	turnkey	solution,	or	are	looking	for	a	resource		

for	rapid	testing	and	screening	of	your	parts,	our	complete	S-level	

design,	manufacturing	and	testing	services	are	at	your	disposal.

Registrations and Certifications

•		AS	9100	Revision	C	

•		ISO	9001:2008

•		Class	10,000	Clean	Room

•		ESD	Control	Program

•		ANSI/ESD	S20.20

	

CuStoM DeviCe /  

PaCKage DeSign

StanDaRD 

DeSign
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DeviCe 

teSting / 

SCReening

DeviCe 

ManufaCtuRing

Drop in Anytime, Anywhere.

achievements in Space
With ever-increasing payload costs,  
satellite manufacturers must ensure that  
the products they are putting in orbit will 
function properly for many years. these  
requirements translate to a need for devices 
that exhibit exceptional reliability and  
performance. furthermore, these devices 
must be screened to demanding specifi-
cations with excellent yield. KCB has a 
long history of supplying S-level product 
screened per Mil-PRf-38534 Class K 
(multi-chip hybrids) and Mil-PRf-38535 
Class S (single chip), with an excellent 
reputation for on-time delivery and low cost. 
Coupled with our component management 
resources, we are able to support long-
running space programs for the commercial 
and defense industries, and help minimize 
obsolescence risk throughout the life  
of any program.

KCB’s space heritage includes:

• gPS-3

• WgS

• tDRSS

• Maven

• Several classified programs

Device evaluation / Qualification

•	Product	Realization

•	Element	Evaluation

•	Wafer	Lot	Acceptance

Device manufacturing

•		Microelectronics	Assembly

•		Eutectic/Epoxy	Die	Bond	

•	Wedge	and	ball	wire	bonding

•		Visual/bond	pull	inspection	

•	Pre-seal	vacuum	bake

•		Hermetic	solder	seal	

•	Hermetic	seam	seal

•		Non-hermetic	epoxy	seal	

•		Ink	or	engrave	marking

•		Package	lead	forming	

Device testing / Screening

•	Small	Signal	RF	(DC	to	20	GHz)

•	Large	Signal	RF	(DC	to	20	GHz)

•	DC	Parameters

•	Custom	ATE	Development

•	MIL-STD	750

•	MIL-STD	883	

•	MIL-STD	19500

•	MIL-PRF	38534

•	MIL-PRF	38535
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Switch	Product	Examples

Attenuator	Product	Examples

Power	Amplifier	Product	Example

Discrete	Bipolar	Transistor	Example

Driver	Amplifier	Example

The above devices are supplied in accordance with the 100% screening requirements of MIL-PRF-38535, Class B.  
These devices can also be procured against the requirements of Class S or without screening. 

Part number Description 
frequency  

(gHz)
insertion  
loss (dB)

isolation 
(dB)

outline

KCB801 SPST, Non-Reflective DC–4.0 1.3 53 -01

KCB802 SPDT, Non-Reflective DC–6.0 2.1 25 -01

KCB812 
SPDT, Non-Reflective  

w/TTL Control
DC–6.0 1.8 41 -01

KCB803 SPDT, Non-Reflective DC–4.0 1.2 37 -11

KCB804
SP4T, Non-Reflective  

w/Positive Control
0.1–4.0 1.3 35 -11

KCB805 SPDT, Non-Reflective DC–12.0 1.8 17 -01

KCB103 SPDT w/attenuator DC–6.0 2.0 30 -01

KCB806 DPDT, Reflective 2.0–18.0 2.5 40 -50

KCB804
SP4T, Non-Reflective  

w/Positive Control
0.02–2.0 1.2 45 -20

Part number Description 
frequency  

(gHz)
insertion  
loss (dB)

attenuation 
(dB)

outline

KCB807 Voltage Variable DC–7.5 3.7 25 -01

KCB808 Voltage Variable DC–4.0 1.4 25 -11

Part number Description 
frequency  

(gHz)
gain (dB)

PSat 
(Watts)

outline

KCB809 Power Amplifier Module 2.0–4.0 16 36 -21

Part number Description 
frequency  

(gHz)
gain  

(1-2 gHz)
nf 

(typ)
Package

KCB811 Silicon NPN Transistor 7 10 dB 2.1 GHz -26

Part number Description 
frequency  

(gHz)
gain oiP3 (dBm) Package

KCB810 Driver Amplifier .4–2.7 GHz +14.5 +43.0 -26

CASE 1
turning 20-piece parts and  
their wire bonds into 2 SMt  
components and allowing a 
downconverter to go hands-free 
the entire front end of a customer’s down-
converter design was a chip-and-wire  
approach with over 20 components, while 
the back end was entirely SMt. this mixture 
of assembly processes led to increased 
product manufacturing cycle time as well as 
lower throughput. Drawing from our diverse 
iC supply base, KCB selected devices from  
4 unique suppliers to match the performance 
of the chip-and-wire design and replace 
the entire front end with two surface-mount 
components: a double-pole, double-throw 
switch, and a switched amplifier. these 
modules employed multi-layered, high-
temperature, co-fired ceramic surface 
mount packages that exhibit exceptionally 
low-loss Rf performance to 20 gHz. for 
added efficiency, an integrated MMiC switch 
also replaced a discrete switch. By reducing 
the parts count by 90 percent, the customer 
was able to implement a single SMt assem-
bly process which greatly improved product 
throughput. in addition, since every device 
was fully tested and screened, first pass 
yield was improved dramatically. 

Single and Multi-Function Devices



CASE 2

Amplifier	w/Limiter	Example

Switched	Amplifier	w/Limiter	Example

frequency 
(gHz)

Path 1 gain
(dB) typ. 

Path 2 attenuation
(dB) typ.

vSWR 
(in/out) typ.

nf
typ.

input Power
Max.

oP1dB
(dBm) typ.

2.0–18.0 6.0 20.0 1.6:1 4.5 +25 +8

frequency 
(gHz)

gain (dB)
typ. 

input vSWR
typ.

output vSWR 
typ.

nf
(dB) typ.

input Power
(dBm) Max.

oP1dB
(dBm) typ.

5.0–15.0 23 2.0:1 1.7:1 2.2 +33 +13 

frequency 
(gHz)

tx Path loss
(dB) typ. 

tx/Rx 
isolation typ.

tx input 
Power Max.

RX gain
typ.

Rx nf
 (dB) typ.

Rx oP1dB
(dBm) typ.

2.0–6.0 0.6 34 10 W 17.0 3.0 +16 

frequency 
Range

gain 
input/output 

vSWR
attenuation 
accuracy

attenuation 
Range

Phase  
accuracy

oP1dB
(dBm) Min.

X-Band 20 dB 2.0:1 +/- 1 dB 6 Bit 0-16 dB 3.0+/- 5° +27 

TR	Switch	w/LNA	and	Limiter	Example

Driver	and	PA	with	DPS	and	DVA	Example

going weightless to meet the  
demands of phased array
a military customer with an eye on the  
aeSa market and an internal foundry  
capability needed a packaging expert to  
support them with a custom hermetic  
solution. the device was a multi-chip  
module with driver, featuring on-board DPS  
and Dva capability, followed by a Pa stage.

KCB designed a multi-layer HtCC hermetic 
package with an eye on heat dissipation  
while allowing the customer to access all  
their phase shifter and attenuator controls 
via ttl.

using our innovative weightless gold/tin 
euctectic die attach method, KCB was 
able to mount each die simultaneously 
while ensuring and maintaining void-free 
attachment. this allowed KCB to meet the 
high volume demands of the phased array 
application while maintaining the quality of 
the device via void-free attachment.

Single and Multi-Function Devices

Featuring the technologies You need today

GaN
•		Discrete	and	MMIC	multi-stage	

high	power	amplifiers

•		Switches

GaAs
•		FET	Switches

•		Amplifiers

•		Attenuators

Si
•		Multi-throw	PIN	switches

•		Discrete	semiconductors		

including	PIN	&	Schottky	diodes

Materials
•		LCC	SMT	Designs

•		Multi-layer	HTCC	Designs

•		CuW,	CuMo	Thermal		

conductive	base

•		AlN

•		Al2O3



easing the Pain of obsolescence

Device	obsolescence	has	become	a	major	issue	for	component	

engineers	in	today’s	defense	and	commercial	markets.	The	low-cost,	

high-turnover	mantra	of	the	electronic	device	market	translates	to		

devices	that	routinely	go	end-of-life	in	a	matter	of	a	few	years.	This		

phenomenon	makes	it	difficult	for	product	designers	to	maintain	effective	

product	designs	for	long-running	products.	KCB	has	answered	the	call		

on	many	occasions	to	design	and	produce	replacements	that	meet	or		

exceed	original	device	specifications	in	both	commercial	and	high	reli-

ability	applications.	In	addition,	KCB’s	diverse	experience	in	product	

management	and	procurement	means	that	we	can	continually	monitor	

device	manufacturing	life	status	and	plan	transition	to	substitutes	long	

before	devices	go	end-of-life.

our Build-and-test-to-Print-Services

KCB	offers	full-service	assembly,	test	and	screening	of	components	

and	modules	to	customer	drawings.	KCB	can	leverage	the	same	

comprehensive	suite	of	process	capabilities	we	use	to	realize	our		

own	product	lines	to	manufacture	your	products.	We	have	the		

necessary	resources	in	place	to	manage	procurement,	handling,		

storage	and	delivery	of	product.	KCB	is	also	uniquely	positioned	to		

support	the	full	range	of	DC	and	RF	testing	necessary	to	ensure	that	

every	device	is	100	percent	compliant	to	your	specifications.

our Commitment to a  
total Quality management System (t.Q.m.S.) 

KCB	recognizes	that	maintaining	a	strong	Quality	System	lies	at	the		

core	of	supplying	hi-rel	products.	By	following	the	guidelines	of	the		

AS	9100	Aerospace	Standards,	we	ensure	that	your	requirements		

and	expectations	are	completely	understood	and	fully	satisfied	in	our		

organization	and	throughout	your	product	life	cycle.	KCB’s	management	

team	is	committed	to	the	development	and	continuous	improvement	of	

our	Quality	Management	System.	We	are	also	committed	to	counterfeit	

parts	prevention.

CASE 3
a satellite switch loses its driver 
and KCB gets behind the wheel 
a long-running space satellite program  
was running dangerously low on their  
Rf switches and the supplier was no  
longer supporting it. Building on previous  
relationships, KCB gained access to the iCs 
for the SPSt and SPDt switch as well as the 
hermetic packages for all three products in 
the legacy program. the reverse engineer-
ing was relatively straightforward, but there 
was a catch; the radiation-hardened CMoS 
driver circuit was no longer available for the 
SP4t switch. With our understanding of the 
design approach, KCB was able to quickly 
develop an alternative driver that met the 
requirements, was also rad-hard, and could 
be screened to the Mil-PRf-38534 Class 
K specifications. KCB delivered the product 
on time and at a total program cost far lower 
than the competition. 

KCB T.Q.M.S.



KCB is located in Shirley, 

Massachusetts. Our  

facility has 8,000 square 

feet of manufacturing and 

office space with 2,000 

square feet dedicated to 

clean-room manufacturing. 

Our manufacturing facility  

is fully ESD-controlled and 

particle monitoring is in  

place for class 10,000  

clean-room status.



900 Mount Laurel Circle, Shirley, MA 01464-2422

978-425-0400  •  www.KCBSolutions.com


